Perceptual learning for a pattern discrimination task.
Our goal was to differentiate low and mid level perceptual learning. We used a complex grating discrimination task that required observers to combine information across wide ranges of spatial frequency and orientation. Stimuli were 'wicker'-like textures containing two orthogonal signal components of 3 and 9 c/deg. Observers discriminated a 15% spatial frequency shift in these components. Stimuli also contained four noise components, separated from the signal components by at least 45 degrees of orientation or approximately 2 octaves in spatial frequency. In Experiment 1 naive observers were trained for eight sessions with a four-alternative same-different forced choice judgment with feedback. Observers showed significant learning, thresholds dropped to approximately 1/3 of their original value. In Experiment 2 we found that observers showed far less learning when the noise components were not present. Experiment 3 found, unlike many other studies, almost complete transfer of learning across orientation. The results of Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that, unlike many other perceptual learning studies, most learning in Experiment 1 occurs at mid to high levels of processing rather than within low level analyzers tuned for spatial frequency and orientation. Experiment 4 found that performance was more severely impaired by spatial frequency shifts in noise components of the same spatial frequency or orientation as the signal components (though there was significant variability between observers). This suggests that after training observers based their responses on mechanisms tuned for selective regions of Fourier space. Experiment 5 examined transfer of learning from a same-sign task (the two signal components both increased/decreased in spatial frequency) to an opposite-sign task (signal components shifted in opposite directions in frequency space). Transfer of learning from same-sign to opposite-sign tasks and vice versa was complete suggesting that observers combined information from the two signal components independently.